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Disclaimer
The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should not be construed as a commitment,
promise or guarantee by Tycoon Zone or any other individual or organisation mentioned in this white paper relating to
the future availability of services related to the use of the tokens or to their future performance or value.

The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not constitute or form part
of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or any invitation to buy or subscribe for any
securities not should it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any connection with any contract or
commitment whatsoever. Tycoon Zone expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss
or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the white
paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting therefrom.

This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, It is strictly informational. Do not trade or invest in any tokens,
companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment involves substantial risks, including, but not
limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct
independent due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this
document and develop a standalone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any investment decision.

We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and reliable. However, such information
is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other
information are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, reflect
prevailing conditions, and our view as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change without notice. The
graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual
aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any
person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and variables
required in making such decisions.

The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, forward-looking statements,
which would include any statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representations or warranties are
made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this
document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. These forward-looking
statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors, most of which are beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such
forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
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Abstract
About Tycoon Zone
Tycoon Zone is the world’s first 3D tycoon life simulation Metaverse blockchain game. By building a mesmerising and
splendid tycoon empire, it brings its players a new experience different from tradition blockchain games. Thanks to
blockchain technology, players now have true ownership over their digital assets in-game. Three-dimensional (3D) lays
down the foundation for subsequent VR game mode. Therefore, establishing a Metaverse that is truly productive in
commercial terms. Tycoon Zone will lead merchants and businesses who joined our innovative “Virtual Business”
platform, in taking the lead in the business logic changes brought by the rise of the Metaverse through its unique
business model.

What Makes Us Unique?
· Rich Application Scenarios
The huge and continuously expanding application scenarios in Tycoon Zone create a dreamlike new world of tycoon life
for its players. The huge application scenarios give Tycoon Zone the advantage of maximising the value of NFT assets,
thus effectively solving the shortcomings of NFTs in the past. NFTs were once low-value due to the lack of application
scenarios therefore unable to maximise their values. As Tycoon Zone continues to develop, the in-game application
scenarios and gameplay will be expanded at the same time, giving its players more entertaining game experiences.

· True Digital Assets Ownership
The game assets in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse are all NFTs minted based on the BEP-721 and BEP-1155 standards,
hence giving players true ownership of their in-game digital possessions. Players have absolute power over their digital
assets : monetize their digital assets, use them in the game, and even brought them into third-party platforms such as
secondary markets. This is what makes Tycoon Zone different from traditional games.

· Play-to-Earn Game Economy
Tycoon Zone uses the play-to-earn economic model from GameFi (Gamification of DeFi). Players obtain revenue as
passive income through staking their NFTs. In addition, thanks to true ownership, players have the right to freely trade
and buy any digital assets in the decentralized NFT marketplace; at the same time, players can also profit from
monetizing their in-game digital assets into fiat currency. The scarcity and uniqueness of digital assets also lays the
foundation for them to reach higher value in the future.

· Diversified Economic Model
We have implanted a diversified economic model based on the existing play-to-earn game economy. Every quarter, one
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or more economic model will be introduced. Under the diversified economic model, players’ revenue will be multiplied
in a leveraged manner. The diversified economic model increases the profits of players, at the same time also plays a
role in ensuring the popularity of the game. Thus consolidating the foundation for Tycoon Zone Metaverse to
continuously and persistently exist.

· Built on Binance Smart Chain （BSC）Network
The utility tokens and digital assets in the Tycoon Zone game are built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network. BSC
is able to handle transactions per second (TPS) 6 times faster than that of Ethereum, which will greatly improve the user
experience. In addition, with its advantages of efficient transaction efficiency and low gas fee, BSC makes it possible to
trade low-value assets in high capacity, thereby attracting scattered users into the blockchain world. BSC lowers the
entry barrier for layman to enter the blockchain world, hence helping Tycoon Zone in achieving its vision.

Tycoon Zone © FEB 2022
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Executive Summary
Tycoon Zone is a virtual world where players can build, own,and manage their digital assets in the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) blockchain using $TYCOON , the platform’s utility token. Thus monetize through their gaming experience.

Our vision is to offer a deeply immersive metaverse, a digital platform that mimics the lifestyle of a tycoon; in which
players will create and manage virtual worlds and games collaboratively and without central authority. We are aiming to
disrupt the existing limitations of blockchain gaming, by releasing digital assets through Non-fungible Tokens (NFTs),
and providing a rich application scenarios for the players, thus truly maximise the value of the digital assets they truly
owned. At the same time, we are also rewarding their participation with our utility token - $TYCOON.

In the existing blockchain gaming projects, the lack of application scenarios caused NFT assets to be unable to portray
their values. Even if the players are holding NFT assets, with the lack of application scenarios, the value of NFT assets
could not be maximised and fully utilised. Tycoon Zone as a blockchain gaming Metaverse that contains rich application
scenarios, it is going to provide the best platform for the abundant digital assets in the game to maximise their values.
At the same time, the diversified application scenarios of Tycoon Zone will also provide commercial application
scenarios for subsequent capital and merchants to settle in, hence maximizing commercial value.

We aim to overcome these limitations while exerting the values of blockchain application through blockchain
technology. Through constructing this unconventional platform that will produce its own value, players and users are
able to craft, play, share, collect, trade, and manage without central control, enjoying secure true ownership, and be able
to earn cryptocurrency ($TYCOON) through our mature blockchain gaming economy system. Monetisation also allows
players to monetize their digital assets, thus truly creating a bridge between the physical and the virtual world.

1.1. Blockchain Gaming with NFTs
Tycoon Zone’s mission is to bring the benefits of blockchain technology to mass audiences through gamified
experiences. At the initial stage, Tycoon Zone allows players to buy, trade, collect and sell virtual real state. True
ownership of all digital assets is the core value proposition of the game and is made possible by the use of blockchain
technology. Tycoon Zone runs on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) blockchain.

Digital assets in Tycoon Zone are minted as NFTs using BEP-721 and BEP-1155 standards to empower the players. NFTs
are an emerging segment in the global game market: virtual tokens for digital scarcity, security and authenticity. Each
NFT is distinct or unique, it is indivisible and it is not interchangeable for another.
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Through the use of NFTs, Tycoon Zone users will be able to benefit from:

A. TRUE DIGITAL OWNERSHIP: Players are the true and perpetual owners of their digital items, even if the game was shut
down or abandoned. With blockchain, every game item can be tokenized, giving gamers their freedom to decide how
they want to trade, sell, or gift their items.

B. SECURITY AND IMMUTABILITY: Digital game items can be easily tokenized and traded in primary and secondary
markets that are managed and facilitated by blockchain technology. Items based on scarcity and demand usually invite
fraud and theft, but these risks are minimised on blockchain because it is a distributed ledger.

C. TRADING: Blockchain-based gaming platforms can provide users with ultimate control over their digital assets. They
can buy and sell items freely without concern that they will be ripped off or that a platform will close and cancel all the
value of their in-game items.

D. CROSS-APPLICATION INTEROPERABILITY: Blockchain provides capacity for games to utilize shared assets. Assets,
lands, buildings and any other digital assets can be used in other games that allow it. These game items are no longer
confined by a narrow digital ecosystem.

Tycoon Zone metaverse uses several tokens to create a circular economy between all the profiles of users who will
interact with its platform namely the players, users, and the merchants. These are the $TYCOON and $MANA, token
based on the BSC chain which will act as the official currency in the ecosystem when purchasing goods and services
within the game marketplace (amongst other rights).
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1.3. What is $TYCOON and what is it used for?
$TYCOON is an essential part of Tycoon Zone platform, it serves its purpose by being the circulating in Tycoon Zone
world as main utility token and governance token. $TYCOON is an utility token built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
blockchain that serves as the basis for transactions within Tycoon Zone, and has the following uses:
● Obtain Resident Pass: Players spend $TYCOON in order to obtain resident pass. Upon receiving their resident pass,
players will be assigned with an unique Resident ID as a symbol for their digital avatar in Tycoon Zone Metaverse.
Players can visit Tycoon Zone and start their journey here after obtaining a resident pass. Resident ID can be used as
referral code, and is the only way to fulfil Club’s ranking reward requirements.
● Purchase NFT assets: Every digital assets in Tycoon Zone is minted as NFTs on the BSC chain. Players can use $TYCOON
and obtain digital assets in Tycoon Zone, and receive passive rewards through staking the digital assets.
● Staking: Upon obtaining NFT land with $TYCOON, players are free to build their buildings on any lands that they have
owned. NFT land is use for staking through building, which allows players to receive more $TYCOON as passive
revenues.
● Governance: $TYCOON also holds the characteristics of a governance token. It allows its holders to participate in
Governance decisions of the platform, using a DAO structure.
● Obtain Services: As $TYCOON serves as the primary utility token in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse, any services that
provide by Tycoon Zone, third-party platforms or merchants in Virtual Business in the future required players to use
$TYCOON in order to obtain or enjoy those services.

Staking
Obtain Resident Pass

Governance

Purchase NFT Assets

Obtain Services

$TYCOON
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1.4. What do we plan next?
Metaverse is an infinite multi virtual universe, where we can do much more than anything we can do in the real world.
Just like Tycoon Zone Metaverse where people can do many things with fun and getting rewards out of the experience
too.
Our ultimate vision is to build an entirely new world for the next level of communication, e-commerce, entertainment
and a place to live.
With that in mind, we have a strong product roadmap ahead and a top team to execute a strong vision to build a unique
virtual world gaming platform where players can build, own, manage and monetize their digital assets and spread the
power of blockchain as the lead technology in the gaming industry; where capitals and merchants can profit from the
evolution and transformation of e-commerce.
Nowadays, the internet is a necessity in our daily lives. It affects and benefits people in a variety of ways. One of its
distinguishing features is the ability for people to virtually connect with one another. From Web 1.0 to Web 2.0, the
so-called “Information Internet”, we are now accelerating into Web 3.0 - the “Value Internet”. One notable difference is
the degree of decentralisation that extends to data storage. Blockchain technology, such as NFTs, DeFi, and Metaverse,
are critical building blocks in this paradigm, allowing users to “own” the data and benefit or monetize from it.
In relation to the transition from Web 2.0 to Web 3.0, the traditional business model of capitals and merchants are
destined to be fully transformed as well. Metaverse is said to be the end product of the evolution of the internet, where
in the near future we will be able to “walk into” a 3D website and browse or shop in it.
In the near future, we are launching the second island where users get to experience more and also a Virtual Business
trading platform for businesses and merchants to join. At the same time, we are also developing our VR game mode
which is predicted to be available in 2024.
Through the implementation of VR game mode, our commercial marketplace for e-commerce is going to fully transform
the existing business model of e-commerce. Practically, our long-term vision is to create a stunning and user generated,
user governed virtual environment which offers a rich addition to reality. Tycoon Zone allows people to experience one
constantly expanding, seamless world shaped by users. Combined with an in-world economy (e-commerce marketplace
for merchants and businesses), it provides a next step towards a true Metaverse experience.
We believed in a true Metaverse and this is what we are targeting and building, not only on the technology and
commercial level, but also on a philosophical level. We ask ourselves where humanity will be in 2,5,10, but also
50,100,200 years, and how VR and Blockchain will change humankind as a species - the core question and answer to our
plans for Tycoon Zone.
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The Evolution of the Web
Web 2.0

Web 3.0

‘Social’ neyworks
‘Mobile-first’ always on
Cloud-driven computing

AI-driven services
Decentralised data architechture
Edge computing infrastructure

Value Created

Web 1.0
Green shoots of E-commerce
Desktop browser Acess
Dedicated Infrastructure

$5.9 trillion
$1.1 trillion*

1990

2025

*Internet companies market cap as of 2000

1.5. Associated challenges and risks
It is the responsibility of any purchaser of $TYCOON to inform themselves of, and to observe and comply with, all
applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective purchasers for any $TYCOON shall be expected
to consider the risk factors identified in this section. If any of the indicated risks were to materialize, then they could have
a negative impact on the Issuer’s finances and operational performance which can hinder the ability of the Issuer to fulfil
its obligations under this whitepaper.

The challenges and risks are identified by the board of administration of the Issuer as at the date of registration of this
whitepaper. This does not exclude the possibility of there being other risk threats and the purchaser must be aware that
the impact on the Issuer may be heightened due to a combination of several risks materializing simultaneously.

One of the main challenges in the project is the rate of adoption of the community of artists and creators to start
exchanging assets, which will be a key point behind the demand generation of $TYCOON. As such, we are focused in
developing a strong, multi-platform product that can spread massively by offering a tool to create digital asset that is
focused on solving problems and community needs. We are therefore developing strong communities in different areas
of the world with a strong focus in Asia, where we believe the rate of adoption and learning curve will be steeper. The
project success rate will be dependent upon the priority and preference of consumers and its ability to swiftly anticipate,
identify and capitalise upon these priorities and preferences.
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The Issuer operates in an emerging and disruptive industry that is under rapid and dynamic development. This includes,
but is not limited to, the developments relating to the business itself, the underlying technology, and the regulatory and
legal implications thereof. Specifically, in relation to public knowledge and understanding of emerging technologies,
such distributed ledger technologies, smart contracts and other innovative technology arrangements, are still limited as
at the date of registration of this whitepaper. The risks arising out of such may not be fully comprehended as of yet and
new additional risks may arise in the future.

As the Issuer’s undertaking is reliant on the continuous and proper functioning of its technology infrastructure, the
Issuer is subject to a variety of risks relating to the proper maintenance thereof. These risks include, but are not limited
to, cyber-attacks, data theft or other unauthorised use of data, and other malicious interferences. Certain parts of the
infrastructure may be outsourced to third parties. In such cases, the Issuer is reliant upon technology arrangements
developed by such third parties for the running of its undertaking, and it is exposed to the risk of failures in such
technology arrangements.

The Issuer is subject to various laws, including regulations and rules issued thereunder, and is at risk in relation to
changes in the laws and the timing and effects of changes in the respective legislation. This includes changes in the
interpretation thereof which cannot be predicted by the Issuer.

The growth of the Issuer and its undertaking is partially attributable to the efforts and abilities of the members of its
management team and other key personnel, particularly its board of administration. If one or more of the members of
this team were unable or unwilling to continue in their present position, the Issuer might not be able to replace them
within a short time, which could in turn have a material adverse effect on the Issuer’s business.
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Tycoon Zone Platform
2.1. Mission
Tycoon Zone team’s mission is to build a Metaverse game that truly creates its own production value and maximizes
economic benefits for its players and users. In this platform, players and users will be able to play, share, socialise, and
trade without central control, enjoying true ownership over digital assets with the ability to earn $TYCOON through
Tycoon Zone’s diversified economic model.

Tycoon Zone believes that blockchain-based games should take advantage of the advantages brought by blockchain
technology to innovate the existing game industry. Through the revolutionary breakthrough of NFT asset application
scenarios given by the Metaverse, it truly breaks through the shackles of traditional games in the past and brings the
greatest returns to players, markets and platforms.

Downside of the traditional game industry:
· Built on a one-sided model, centralized management limits players' ownership of in-game items, and also kills
player-driven economic models.
· After spending a lot of money and time, players do not really own the assets in the game; on the contrary, they only
have the right to use props and assets.
· Without true ownership over their in-game assets, players cannot earn real money by monetizing in-game items.
· The existing gaming market is based on fiat currencies. This currency does not support true small transactions and is
susceptible to credit card fraud, which can lead to an imbalance in the game economy.

2.2. Game Overview
The term “Metaverse” was first introduced in 1992 by Neal Stephenson in his science fiction Snow Crash, which featured
an immersive virtual world. Later on, the emergence of Second Life manifests itself as the first ever Metaverse. It was in
its glorious days back in 2006. Sadly, it did not transform the world or the internet.

Today, the idea of a persistent, real-time, three-dimensional (3D) immersive digital environment where people can
interact with each other, and buy and sell things is moving to the next level, thanks to technologies like blockchain,
cryptocurrencies, and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). They provide new financial tools, digital identities, and ways to
transfer and track ownership - something Second Life lacked of.
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Thanks to those technologies, the newly found Metaverse will be live, massively scalable, persistent, social, highly
interoperable, content-rich, economically vibrant. And most importantly, can acts as a bridge between the real world
and the virtual world, thus creating window for true circulation of value between worlds.

Tycoon Zone is the world’s first 3D Metaverse game built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network. It is a virtual
tokenised world and decentralized network that helps users manage their digital assets. Digital assets in Tycoon Zone
are released as non-fungible tokens (NFTs), come in variety of goods that mimics the lifestyle of a tycoon. Luxury cars,
collectibles, antiques, jewellery, yachts and more luxuries items can be found in Tycoon Zone.

The Tycoon Zone ecosystem is completely drive by decentralized technology and incorporates dual-currency game
economy, smart contracts, and decentralized applications (DApps) that empower its users to execute financial
transactions with freedom and ease.

Unlike typical blockchain games or cryptocurrency products, and ecosystems, Tycoon Zone incorporates an immersive
gameplay experience for its users alongside with the gamification of Decentralized Finance (DeFi) to introduce the most
unique Metaverse blockchain game experience in the blockchain industry. Through 3D user-friendly visuals and
gamification of DeFi model, the entry barrier into the once complicated and complex blockchain industry no longer
exists. The clean, user-friendly and intuitive interface also helps minimises learning curves and increases user
engagement.

Blockchain technologies were predicted to be fully transforming our existing world in the near future, especially the
existing business model. Metaverse is predicted to be the evolution of Internet, thus affecting e-commerce the most.
The final form of Tycoon Zone is a platform benefit both users and businesses. It will introduce an entirely new concept
- the “Virtual Business” through VR game mode. In Virtual Business, users will get to interact, social, shop, work, or
entertain in the immersive “3D websites”.

Thanks to blockchain technologies and hardware technologies, the Metaverse was once a fairy tale in science fiction is
now turning into a reality, and perhaps fully transforming the way we live.

Through building a prosperous tycoon empire Metaverse, Tycoon Zone is going to empower all global citizens in this
thriving, and exciting historical moment - where we get to monetize all efforts and experiences that we have in the
virtual world into real-world currency, and to enjoy it in the real world.

The Maserati you own in the Tycoon Zone may also become a real Maserati in the real world in the future,taking you for
a spin on the highway.
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2.3. $TYCOON and $MANA
01.

Core to the Tycoon Zone ecosystem is the $TYCOON
token. It is a BEP-20 token that enables its players to:

$TYCOON

02.

Obtain resident pass

Exercise governance rights

Purchase NFT assets

Obtain services

Stake and earn revenue

Make in-app purchases

The $MANA is a store of value currency that enables its
players to:
Accelerates revenue generation
Increases revenue generation

$MANA

Stake and earn revenue

$TYCOON
● $TYCOON is an essential part of Tycoon Zone Metaverse. It is the main circulating utility and governance token in the
Tycoon Zone Metaverse.
● Total supply : 10,000,000,000

● $TYCOON is an utility token built on BSC chain using BEP-20 standard. It is the foundation for transaction in the
Tycoon Zone Metaverse, thus holding functions such as :
• Obtain Resident Pass : After obtaining Resident Pass using $TYCOON, player will be assigned with a unique
Resident ID, serves as his digital avatar in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse. Upon obtaining Resident Pass, player can access
Tycoon Zone platform and start his tycoon life in the metaverse. Resident ID can be used an invitation code, is the only
way to complete Clubhouse tier reward requirements.
• Purchase NFT assets : Every digital assets in Tycoon Zone is built on the BSC chain using BEP-1155 and BEP-721
standard. Players can spend $TYCOON to purchase NFT assets, and gain passive incomes through staking the NFT
assets.

Tycoon Zone © FEB 2022
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• Staking : Upon purchasing NFT land using $TYCOON, players can choose to stake it through build buildings on
any of the land they owned. Buildings generate $TYCOON revenue as passive income.
• Governance : $TYCOON also holds the characteristics of a governance token. Holders can participate in governance
decisions of the platform, using a DAO structure.

Obtain Services: As $TYCOON serves as the primary utility token in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse, any services that
provide by Tycoon Zone, third-party platforms or merchants in Virtual Business in the future required players to use
$TYCOON in order to obtain or enjoy those services.

$MANA
● Tycoon Zone’s multi-currency economy helps stabilising the game’s economy compared to a single currency model.

● Multi-currency is beneficial for the Tycoon Zone project team to control the output of game tokens by adjusting the
game mechanics in a timely manner, thereby stabilizing the economy of the game.

● Total supply : 2,718,281,828 ( reference of Euler's Number )
● Fixed daily supply : Number of activated island x 0.01% of the total supply of MANA on the day

● Only obtainable through gameplay, by participating in daily mission and rewards from Clubhouse tier.

● It is not an actual token, thus is non-tradable.

● Being a part of the multi-currency economy, it serves functions as below:
• Accelerates $TYCOON generation speed : Buildings are generating $TYCOON only after the construction is done, the
duration of construction is depending on the type of the building. Players can spend a specific amount of MANA, shortening
the duration of the construction by a certain percentage, thus accelerating the speed of $TYCOON generation.
• Increases $TYCOON generation : Building’s Return on Input (ROI) % decides the amount of $TYCOON a player can
obtains that day through the building. Players can spend a specific amount of MANA to refresh the ROI rate. Higher rate
generates higher $TYCOON revenue for the players.
• Stake and earns revenue : Upon joining a clan, players can stake any amount of $MANA from 50 - 1,000 $MANA
in the clan’s $MANA liquidity pool ($MANA LP). It will generate $TYCOON as revenue, the amount of revenue a player
can received weekly depends on the amount of $MANA he stakes in the $MANA LP.

Tycoon Zone © FEB 2022
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● MANA has the following features and advantages:
• Decrease Progressively : The daily supply of MANA is multiplied by the number of activated islands at a rate of
0.01% of the total number of MANA on that day, and it is released in the game in a progressive manner. This gives it the
property of diminishing daily output as the game continues to run. With the continuous operation of the Tycoon Zone
Metaverse, and the subsequent activation and unlocking of more islands, the number of daily MANA supply in the later
period will definitely be less than that in the earlier period.
• Market-driven: The amount of MANA players can obtain every day is affected by the market. The total number of
players in the game directly affects the number of MANA players can get each day. The amount of MANA that can be
obtained daily by a player has the following formula:

Daily MANA = Daily MANA Supply x Player’s T / Total T of Players
Formula of T : Resident Pass’s T + Club’s T

● Pioneer Advantage: Due to the features of MANA being diminishing in a progressive manner and market-driven, this
gives the earliest players who enter the Tycoon Zone - the Pioneer Advantage. In the early days of the Tycoon Zone
Metaverse, the number of MANA supply every day must be more than in the later period.Nevertheless, the number of
MANA players can obtain every day, are affected by the total number of players in the game. Therefore, in the early
stage of the game, when the number of players has not yet reached the peak period, the number of MANA players can
obtain every day is definitely way more than what they could obtained in the later stage.

● The vanguard advantage set up by the MANA economy is designed to reward the players in the most practical and
beneficial way for the pioneers of Tycoon Zone.

● The multi-currency economic model not only stabilizes the economy of the game, but also adds the most important
solidifying agent to the two-way relationship between players and Tycoon Zone. Tycoon Zone is a Metaverse game
driven by the market. The popularity and vitality of the market will directly affect the in-game economy and subsequent
development direction. Therefore, the benefits that the platform gives back to the players and the market will also be
indirectly fed back to the platform through the players and the market; thus forming an interlocking positive feedback
system, bringing maximum benefits to both the game and the players.
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● Formula on the number of MANA a player can obtains daily:

Daily MANA = Daily MANA Supply x Player’s T / Total T of Players
For example, Player A has 30 T while the total T is 3,000.
Player A can receives 271,828 x 30 / 3000 = 2718.28 MANA.
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2.4. Land
Land is BSC blockchain-backed NFT asset (using the BEP-721 standard for NFTs), one of the most important element in
the Tycoon Zone Metaverse. They allow players to own a portion of the Tycoon Zone Metaverse and generates incomes
through staking.

Tycoon Zone Metaverse Phase 1.0, the number of available lands are limited, while some of them are reserved for
system buildings purpose. Land is physical space in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse owned by players to build buildings on
it, and generates revenue from it. Every land comes with a set of prebuilt terrains. It’s owner is free to build buildings on
it, or simply choose to sell it out in our NFT marketplace.

In the future, players will be able to combine lands together to form estates. In the future, estates will have the potential
to be owned by multiple players to form districts.

In addition, each land comes with its own land multiplier that will affect the outcome of building’s revenue. Land
multiplier will be reset once every 88 days, which is a season on Tycoon Zone’s island.
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2.5. Building
Each island in the Tycoon Zone metaverse is represented by unique properties that each have their own utility and
function. A percentage of the properties are owned by the residents in Tycoon Zone, while some others are system
buildings that each have their own function.

Players earn revenue from buildings that they have built on their lands. Buildings in Tycoon Zone can evolve through
upgrade, the highest level a building can get to is Level 3. The level of a building not only affects the revenue generated
from the building, but also changes the outlook of the building.

For example,

A concept art sketch for office building

Each type of building comes with different style. Thus, the Tycoon Zone world will look vibrant and lively with different
style and levels of buildings built. As Tycoon Zone is a user-governed and user-generated world, players are free to build
whichever type of buildings that they desired on lands that they owned. In other sense, players are free to express
themselves through this.

Metaverse is a digital platform where you can achieved anything, especially in Tycoon Zone. We cultivate and express
that ideology of “making impossible possible” through our vivid and groundbreaking designed system buildings.
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Concept art sketch for system building - Casino

Concept art sketch for system building - Museum

Concept art sketch for player-own building

These visual cues and details in the user experience help players absorb and understand the function of each building
more rapidly. At the same time, truly creating a mesmerising and dreamlike Metaverse experience for the players.
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More concept art sketch:
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Roadmap
Tycoon Zone continues to expand its community and become global in 2022 by enhancing its Metaverse experience,
and offering more comprehensive features in land exchanges, adding more gameplay function, developing VR game
mode, exposing itself to more global exchanges, and securing global business partner. Its mission is to transform Tycoon
Zone into a centre platform that changes the reality of business and leisure world through its innovative Virtual Business
and life-changing Metaverse experience for its users.

1

Q2 2021
3D Game development

Q1 2022
Official Website Launched
Private Sales
Pre-Sales

Q3 2022

2

3

4

Mobile Apps Available
(Android / iOS)

5

Q2 2022
$TYCOON Available in
Pancakeswap
Official DAPP Launched
Resident Pass Available
DeFi Mechanism Started
Club Feature Intorduced
Lands & Funds Pre Sales
Gameplay started in DAPP
P2P Marketplace Available

Q4 2022
More Lands Available
More Gameplay Mode Release

Q1 2023

6

VR Game Mode
Development

7

Q4 2023
VR Game Mode Alpha
Testing

Q2 2024

8

VR Game Mode
Available
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Platform
4.1. Gameplay Experience
The gaming experience on the Tycoon Zone platform will be launched through several intermediary phases, with
increasingly more complex features in each. When the initial version is launched, players will be able to obtain NFT land,
stake their NFT lands through building, join a clan, purchase system buildings share and complete daily missions. Unlike
other Metaverse platforms that focus solely on pleasure aspect, Tycoon Zone distinguishes itself from the rest by
offering services for businesses within the platform through its Virtual Business, thus bridging between e-commerce
and virtual gaming, truly constructing a Metaverse with multiple functions.

The gaming experience will make Tycoon Zone a strong blockchain-based alternative to existing platforms.

Aside from the gaming experience, Tycoon Zone’s diversified economic model benefits its players by rewarding them
through play-to-earn economy model. Unlike traditional games, players will be rewarded for the efforts and time they
have spent in-game. True ownership for in-game digital assets assures true ownership over digital possessions that they
owned in-game. Monetization is made easy thanks to the breakthrough blockchain technologies.

With NFTs, players’ engagement and creativity in the games will be boosted and majorly increased as they know that
they can truly develop something that will not be removed, and can be traded on the secondary market outside of our
game.

We expect a wide variety of audiences to enjoy the gaming experiences in Tycoon Zone. We have identified some of the
types of experiences that our players will enjoy and benefit from at the same time:

● Virtual Real Estate : Every land in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse is minted on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network
using BEP-721 standard, making them each unique. The number of available lands are limited just like in real life making them scarce and thus creating more value. Players can trade their lands easily in our decentralized marketplace
or any secondary marketplace outside of Tycoon Zone, just like trading real estate in real world, but without the heavy
processing fees.

● Staking : Players can stake their NFT land and obtain $TYCOON as passive income. To do so, players can build
buildings on the lands they have owned. Once the building is constructed, it will start generating $TYCOON.
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● Clan : To create a clan, players must pay 100 $MANA. Clan comes with the feature of $MANA liquidity pool where clan
members can stake their $MANA in it, and obtain $TYCOON as revenue. The maximum number of members a clan can
have is 100. Clan serves as a community for like-minded players to gather together, thus creating strong in-game
identity and sense of belonging. More clan features will be unlocked in the upcoming phases of Tycoon Zone.

● Club : Unlike clan, club serves its purpose by grouping a team of players together. Players joined their club
automatically upon obtaining their Resident Pass. For example, Player A uses Player B’s resident ID as resident ID to join
the game. Player A and B is now in the same club. A player’s total T included his club’s T. Their contributions will
contribute to the club’s benefits and therefore also benefited themselves in a way.

● Share Trading : Certain system buildings come with their own shares opened to public for players to purchase. Players
can purchase as many units as they want, however the number of shares available are limited. Shares are minted on BSC
network using BEP-1155 standard as NFTs. This gives the players true ownership over the shares they owned, allowing
them to freely trade it anytime on our decentralized marketplace. Shares generate dividend everyday - just like in real
life.

● Collecting Collectibles : Tycoon Zone brings in a wide variety real assets into our Metaverse and released them as NFTs
allowing players to collect them, and truly own them thanks to blockchain technology. From sports cars, yachts,
jewellery, special buildings to antiques and many more, Tycoon Zone will release them from time to time. Players can

Gameplay Experiences

Virtual Real Estate

Staking

Clan

Trade virtual lands in NFT
marketplace.

Become an investor and
obtain revenue through
staking.

Join community with
like-minded people,obtain
revenue and sense of belonging.

Club

Share Trading

Collecting Collectibles

Obtain rewards with your
team.

Enjoy dividend or trade
your shares in NFT
marketplace.

Become a collector and
enjoy our wide variety of
collectibles.
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4.2. Decentralized NFT Marketplace
The Marketplace is a decentralized application in the Tycoon Zone that enables users to list, discover, buy, and sell
non-fungible tokens (NFTs) with each other. As the NFT marketplace is decentralized, purchases and sales are executed
directly between users. The Marketplace uses technology that is non-custodial, permissionless, and leverages a
combination of algorithmic-based routing and swapping options to provide users with the most efficient and cheapest
means for exchanging NFTs.

Unlike most NFT marketplaces in the industry, Tycoon Zone Marketplace allows users to exchange NFTs across multiple
platforms to seamlessly transfer value across the industry. All NFT transactions incur a (lower than industry average) 3%
fee as income tax which is automatically sent to the Tycoon Zone income tax revenue pool. Per the network’s business
model, funds in the revenue pool are always distributed as rewards to all eligible residents.

4.3. Income Tax
Similar to all cities and governments across the world, citizens pay taxes to reside and utilise resources in a specific
geography. As a digital tokenised world having real-world’s principles, Tycoon Zone operates similarly by collecting
tastes for utilising the network.

Income taxes will be injected back into the network through revenue pool for improvements and to rewards its
eligible players.

Tycoon Zone has multiple methods in which it accumulates revenue for the network:
● Building’s revenue : 5%
● Shares dividend : 5%
● NFT marketplace fee : 3%

5%

Building’s revenue

5%

Shares dividend

Income Tax
Revenue Pool

All eligible
players

3%
NFT marketplace fee
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Economy
Economies are the driving force of human endeavour, but they are mainly limited to physics and geography. Metaverse
economies don’t have ANY restrictions, so the mix well with real life because geography is no longer an obstacle for
networking events, company meetings or teaching classes. Blockchain economy inside Tycoon Zone EMPOWERS ALL
GLOBAL CITIZENS, no matter race, sex, wealth, political views and religion. The future will start with people using VR
platforms to mimic or enhance real life but will grow into a completely new world for people to express themselves in
new ways, new unheard of services and business models to emerge and for new companies to launch.

In the past, companies like Amazon and Facebook weren’t created a few days after the Internet was born. The first stage
of the internet was simply text and pictures but emerged into an interactive platform between users and companies.
Same with blockchain and digital assets and services ownership, while today’s solution are well suited for today’s needs,
hundreds of new solutions will pop in the coming months and years.

We believe that Metaverse will play a key role in the development of human kind. It will be a parallel world where the
users are the owners of their digital assets and experiences. While there has been innovation in technology hardware,
such as the transition from personal computers to mobile devices, it’s hardly comparable to the transition from real life
to virtual life. We’re adding another dimension to the world with a feeling of a real presence that will have an immense
impact on education, work and leisure!

Tycoon Zone platform is all about socialising, working, playing, trading goods, creating contents or experiences in the
Metaverse and shrinking the world even more than technology has already accomplished over the past 30 years. We’ve
already spent years laying the groundwork for our economy by making it truly decentralized and allowing users to truly
own their digital possessions as NFTs, so that they have full control of what, how, and where they trade, use and utilise
their belongings.

With the latest advancements in blockchain technology, especially on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network, we found
the optimal technology to build a strong and solid groundwork for our economy. The BSC platform allows users and
businesses to build and trade digital goods and services for a more powerful user experience that incorporates safety,
privacy and encryption for true ownership of digital items.

This brings us closer to our goal of providing the best possible Metaverse platform that gives its users all the power of
ownership and fully supports the evolution of e-commerce into virtual business. We are the first Metaverse platform
with VR technology, to allow users to secure the ownership and authenticity of their digital possession as well as their
creations, and thus allowing our users to monetize their digital items and experiences.
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Four cornerstones of our Economy:
● Tokenisation of virtual land (BEP-721 token)
● Tokenisation of digital assets and experiences (BEP-721 and BEP-1155 token)
● Decentralized marketplace
● Virtual Business

Users are able to :
● Own and monetize their digital possessions and creations. Sell their items in the open and secondary marketplaces.
● Be a part of the Tycoon Zone economy.
● Express themselves by creating, building and monetizing their land.
● Enjoy a stunning, constantly evolving, persistent Metaverse world which can be explored by thousands of people at
the same time.
● Earn passive income from our diversified economy model adapted from GameFi’s “Play-to-Earn” economy model.
● Explore our virtual businesses platform in 3D through VR game mode, socialise, entertain, work, and shop within the
“3D e-commerce websites”.

5.1. Play-to-Earn
Gaming has gone truly global. There are over 2.7 billions gamers around the world spending tens of billions of dollars
on in-game assets such as outfits, weapons, power-ups, and so on. This has developed into the concept of play-to-earn
(P2E), a mechanism whereby a player in a video game earns currency by helping both the provider and player
accomplish their objectives while upgrading the player’s overall experience. Despite the space’s promising trajectory,
however, today’s gamers still face a number of important shortcomings. This includes the need to conduct transactions
on black markets as real-world trading often violates a video game’s terms of service. In traditional video game, players
don’t own true ownership to their in-game assets, instead, they only own the rights to use the assets. There are other
issues such as the lack of real ownership by the players, and limited cross-game interoperability.
The implementation of blockchain technology in gaming promises to resolve many of the above shortcomings, making
the Play-to-Earn space vastly more efficient and secure. Through non-fungible tokens (NFTs), gamers can enjoy
transparent, traceable, and verifiable ownership of in-game items and assets that are unique and user-controlled.
Furthermore, all of these assets can be plugged into a decentralized universe in an interoperable way and can be bought
and sold seamlessly via blockchain-based in-game digital currencies. In our case, $TYCOON is the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) blockchain based token that can be used for such purpose. This also opens up an avenue for investors to invest in
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items with high potential returns, thus making a player an investor. Thus, blockchain technology provides and elegant
solution for the upgrade of the gaming industry in the newfound Metaverse economy.

5.2. How to play-to-earn in Tycoon Zone
Tycoon Zone is focused on being a Metaverse platform that has its own complete Metaverse economy. Based on
Play-to-Earn economy, Tycoon Zone has further polished its Metaverse economy through seasonal release of various
economy model to enhance its users’ experience.
Users can stake their $TYCOON through constructing buildings on the NFT lands that they owned. Once the building is
constructed, the building will start generating revenue in $TYCOON.
Each land is a non-fungible token minted on BSC blockchain using BEP-721 standard, making each of them unique and
immutable. It can be bought and sold across marketplaces and exchanges both inside and outside of the network.
$TYCOON can be exchanged for other fiat currency on various exchange platforms. This business model is known as
play-to-earn, where players earn their crypto rewards (in our case, $TYCOON) from executing a function, staking,
trading, or simply playing a game, and later exchange their crypto rewards into real-world currencies.
To initiate gameplay in the Metaverse, users must own a Resident Pass as a proof of living in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse.
Resident Pass activates additional gameplay features that allow users to earn additional rewards in $MANA and support
the play-to-earn model.
In addition to its core services that empower users to execute financial transactions, Tycoon Zone employs gamification
and in-dApp gameplay to improve the user’s overall experience. To start, Tycoon Zone focuses on there play-to-earn
functions where citizens can earn rewards for their actions and achievements on the platform. These include:
● Staking $TYCOON through NFT
● Staking $MANA in $MANA liquidity pool
● Profit from virtual real estate trading in Tycoon Zone
$MANA helps accelerate and increase the generation of $TYCOON as passive income. Furthermore, users can choose to
stake $MANA in his or her clan’s $MANA liquidity pool (LP) in exchange for more $TYCOON rewards that can be later
monetize through exchanging into fiat currency.
Just like any other liquidity pool, users get their share of $TYCOON accordingly to the portion of $MANA that they have
staked in it. $TYCOON is generated daily and will be shown on user’s dApp interface while the collection is only available
weekly.
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Player
Wallet

1

Obtain
$MANA

Player obtains $MANA
through daily missions and
club rewards.

$MANA
Liquidity
Pool

2

Provision
Liquidity

$MANA liquidity pool
accepts player deposited
$MANA.

Smart
Contract

3

Mint $TYCOON
Tokens

$TYCOON tokens are minted
by the smart contract in
relation to the liquidity
provided.

Player
Wallet

4

Deposit
$TYCOON Tokens
Player collects rewards
weekly and receive
$TYCOON tokens in wallet.

5.1. Tokenomics
5.3.1. Token Metrics

Symbol

Blockchain

Blockchain Type

Total Supply

$TYCOON

Binance
Smart Chain

BEP-20

10 Billion

5.3.2. Token Allocations
Unlike many platforms and blockchain games in this space, Tycoon Zone has a clean tokenomics and
allocation model. Tycoon Zone is focused on its community and users. There are no allocations for
venture capital firms, advisors, and whales. Tokens are allocated and distributed for the following:
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2.5%

38%

Miscellaneous

Initial Burn

12.5%

Centralised
Exchange (CEX)
Total Supply

5%

Decentralised
Exchange (DEX)

10B

6%

Private Sale

6%

Presale

5%

25%

Team Wallet

Game Rewards

5.3.3. Token Policy
The $TYCOON token functions as the primary utility token within Tycoon Zone. Unlike governments
across the world that continuously print currency and require managing the supply of their country’s
local currency, $TYCOON has a fixed supply of tokens that operates it economy. The founding team at
Tycoon Zone has opted to create a tokenomics, revenue, and operating model focused on utilization
that indirectly impacts the demand for usage of the $TYCOON token. With its fixed supply and its
innovative tax system that shares its revenue with its users, $TYCOON is deflationary and an integral
piece of the cyclical rewards system.

Fixed Token Supply

Price

Network Supply

Tycoon Zone is powered by a multi-purposed utility token with a deflationary
economic model. $TYCOON token has a fixed supply.
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5.4. Tax
TYCOON is issued with smart contract that applies a 6% tax fee on all buy or sell trades of $TYCOON token. This is an
essential part of sustaining a healthy and long term growth pattern.

Four simple functions occur during each trade :

Marketing (2%) : 2% of every buy and sell will goes to the marketing wallet. This will be essential for the project to
grow and achieve its goal.
Auto Liquidity (2%) : Tycoon Zone takes 2% of each transaction and automatically adds it to the liquidity pool, The
liquidity pool will continuously increase, leading to a higher floor price for stability overtime.
Reflection (1%) : 1% of every transaction is automatically distributed to holders. This means the amount of tokens in
your wallet will continually increase as transactions occur. In effect you get paid for just holding $TYCOON.
Burn (1%) : 1% of each trasaction will be removed from the circulating supply through token burning. Thus increasing
the value of $TYCOON held by players.

1%

2%

Reflection

1%

Burn

Marketing

Buy/Sell Tax

6%
2%

Auto Liquidity
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Technology
Blockchain technology is used to record ownership of tokens and allow owners to transfer/sell/use them without
restriction. IPFS is used to store the actual digital asset and ensure the asset cannot be changed without owner
permission.

Currently all tokens are built on top of the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain
system developed by the crypto-trading platform Binance. Since its launch ins 2020, it has established itself as one of
the leading blockchains for DeFi and dAapp development. Some of its key features include smart contract functionality
and compatibility with Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).

Binance Smart Chain is completely independent of the Binance network. This means that even if the Binance network is
down, Binance Smart Chain can still run normally. It is built on a dual-chain architecture. It allows users to develop their
decentralized apps and digital assets on a single blockchain.

Three different blockchain protocols will be integrated into Tycoon Zone gaming stack:

● BEP-20 for $TYCOON ; and
● BEP-1155 and BEP-721 for the digital assets.

Tycoon Zone NFT is built on BEP-721 token. The BEP-721 tokens are a standard for NFT creation. Since it can create
unique IDs for each token, it is the best option for a representative token on collectibles. With this token ownership of
data can be tokenized and attached to a unique identifier. This sets it apart from the BEP-721 from the BEP-20 tokens.
With BEP-20 tokens, multiple identical copies of a token can be created with one smart contract. Whereas BEP-721 adds
a unique identifier to each making it the perfect option for NFT standards. The tokens can represent collectibles like
lands, virtual real estates, digital assets and so on.

With the new BSC-based NFT, BEP-721, the innovative features that set BSC apart like speed, low fees, and reliability can
be leveraged for NFT swaps. This makes the token neck to neck with Ethereum’s ETH-721. What’s more, BEP-721 is
supported throughout various platforms making it the ideal token for a beginner. With cheaper gas fees and faster
transactions on BSC, it is a more attractive choice compared to Ethereum. What’s more, the BEP-721 is compatible with
Ethereum Virtual Machine. EVM is a standard interface that sets rules for NFT trade, making it an easier process.
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6.1. Future Technology Integrations

Why are we using Binance Smart Chain (BSC)? We found many benefits to do so as detailed below:

● Ease of use: Binance Smart Chain has been built with flexibility in mind, which perfectly fits our use case with asset
tokens. Binance Smart Chain also has the large number of developers, which allows for well-established standards,
best practices and support;

● Robustness: It is, as of today, among the most robust blockchain protocols: its wide adoption makes the network
validated by many and thus more secure; and

● Interoperability: Binance Smart Chain is a protocol, a base layer on top of which all applications can build and
interact with each other.

The main issue faced by Ethereum today is often said to be its scaling issue. Blockchains are based on three pillars:
Security, Decentralization and Scalability (throughput). Historically, Ethereum always put security and decentralization
first, at the cost of scalability and some technological improvements need to be made at the base layer to support
traffic at scale. Hence, we decide to use Binance Smart Chain in order to solve those scaling issues, without sacrificing
the blockchain trilemma.

Binance Smart Chain is a blockchain that has been proven by thousands of dApps and developers for its robustness
and offering a large ecosystem, resources and support from developers. With the current system we are building,
escrow less auctions, meta transaction we can offer a great experience on Binance Smart Chainfor non-crypto users.

Tycoon Zone team is looking at solutions to ease transaction in-game. At the moment they are not yet ready for
implementation or have not reached a production stage so that we could reliably integrate them. We will closely
follow technical progresses on this topic and decide to integrate the solution that combines the best advantages for
our product, use-case and users.
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6.2. Interoperability of NFT

As we use Binance Smart Chain as the substrate of our BEP-1155/BEP-721 implementation, any platform / wallet that
supports BEP-1155/BEP-721 will be able to inspect and use our asset. This means independent developers could rely
on the plethora of assets our players will be creating.

Token contracts are responsible for:
● Keeping track of creator (the address that minted the token)
● ownership
● transfers
● Emitting events when the state changes

Digital assets in the Tycoon Zone Metaverse are free to import or export to any platform that is based on the Binance
Smart Chain due to it being NFT minted on BSC using BEP-1155 / BEP-721 standards. Players are free to send their
assets into different application scenarios in Tycoon Zone Metaverse or its marketplace, and even into secondary
market outside of the game. This allows a higher degree of freedom on digital assets for our players, thus truly
realising the benefits brought by true ownership over digital assets.
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Summary and Outlook
Blockchain today is still seen a complicated technology, difficult to understand and to use for a non-technical versed
person. Tycoon Zone’s ambition is to change that and to live up to its vision : to bring the benefits of blockchain technology to mass markets through gamified experiences.

To make it appealing and accessible to a broad audience, Tycoon Zone developed several features that simplify the use
of its game. For instance, instead of having the need to deal with complicated wallets and worrying about the technical
issues, players get to use their own wallets of their own choice which is non-custodial.

Tycoon Zone’s core value proposition is to provide true ownership of any digital assets to its players. In its first phase,
Tycoon Zone integrates multiple mechanics that help players to increase their wealth. By constructing a building on
land, it allows players to collect revenue frequently. There will be various other ways to earn $TYCOON - which can later
be used in obtaining more digital assets or services.

Tycoon Zone values its community and players. Thus, through introducing clubhouse and clan, players get to socialise
and benefit from the community.

In the next phase of the game, a second island will be available alongside with Virtual Business - the new age e-commerce solution for merchants and businesses. As Tycoon Zone promised to further enhance and expand the possibility’s
for the players in the Metaverse era, we will apply emerging technology such as Virtual Reality game mode - estimated
to be available by 2024.

Tycoon Zone, so the vision of its founders, will be one day a self sufficient and thriving economy derived from “True
Ownership” where creativity and business sense create new opportunities one cannot imagine today.

To a brand new Metaverse era, and beyond.
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